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ABSTRACT
In recent years, the world has seen a lot of progress in automated home systems. The existing home automation systems are basic: turning switches on/off, etc. over the Internet. But this leaves a lot to be desired in the Home Security department. While there are systems that let you view your security camera feed, this is highly time consuming and counter-productive. Pressing of buttons also needs to be replaced with a voice-to-text and a text-to-voice feedback system to enable ease of access. Also, using the Internet servers to control devices makes the systems prone to server-related issues like lag when the servers are overloaded, etc. Hence, there is a need to access the devices in Real Time. This paper deals with all of the above mentioned issues. It deals with the idea of using PubNub Networks as a real time operator, and using facial recognition interfaced with the Facebook account of the home owner to make the surveillance of homes more time saving and accurate, and usage of a mobile application-based interactive feedback system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Home automation allows us to focus on getting our work done without worrying about the safety and security of our home, while enabling us to control the appliances in our home on the go. All of our devices and appliances are networked together to provide us with a seamless control over all aspects of our home and more. Home automation has been around from many decades in terms of lighting and simple appliance control, and only recently has technology caught up for the idea of the interconnected world, allowing full control of your home from anywhere, to become a reality. With home automation, you dictate how a device should react, when it should react, and why it should react. Home automation is a necessity these days as it helps save up on power consumption, makes our homes more secure, provides a way to monitor our home when we are away, and makes our home secure in every way possible.

2. EXISTING ARCHITECTURES
The existing Home automation architectures available in the market today are:

A. Bluetooth based home automation
It is cheap and secure. It has a low range (10 to 100 meters). It uses 2.4GHz bandwidth and the speed can be up to 3Mbps. Some of its drawbacks are its low range, the fact that it takes a long time to discover and connect to devices, and that real time access is not possible using Bluetooth.

B. Phone based Home automation
In this, the system can be accessible from anywhere with a telephone line [1]. It doesn’t provide Real time control. It is fast, but because DTMF has only 12 frequencies, maximum of 12 devices can only be controlled. Two phones are required: one to which the circuit is connected, and the other from which the call is to be made.

C. ZigBee based Home automation
ZigBee based architecture provides high security due to end-to-end encryption. It uses two microcontrollers—one on the transmitter side, another on receiver side. It has a low range and isn’t that fast.

D. Wireless based Home automation
In this architecture, IoT and Wi-Fi are used to communicate between the controller and the devices [2]. Various devices can be connected using different networking techniques. It also provides the added benefit of providing speech based command support [3].

E. Existing IoT based Home automation
These use internet servers to communicate between controller and devices [4]. If there is a server overload, or if the server crashes, the system can be rendered useless. Therefore, there is a need to overcome this problem.

As we can see, the existing home automation architectures have something or the other working against them, making them either unreliable, or limited in some way. Therefore, there is a need to address these issues in order to make a stable, more expansive home automation system that can be used by everyone in their homes.

3. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURES
The proposed system architecture uses a Raspberry Pi (microprocessor) as the core of the system. The Pi is a tiny computer about the size of a credit-card, and it features a processor, RAM and all the important hardware ports that can be found in a computer. Then
there is also an iOS-based Mobile application with a User Interface to control the device in specific rooms of the home. Along with this, a PIR sensor is used, which is linked to a PiCamera (an 8MP camera). This is then linked to the Facebook account of the user to provide an accurate identification of the person who has triggered the sensor, provided the user has them on their friends' list. Relays are used instead of normal switches as they can be triggered with a low voltage change. A temperature and humidity sensor is also used to measure and communicate the readings of the home to the user's mobile application directly. Raspberry Pi, cloud server and the mobile app are connected using lower latency network which is called PubNub network. PubNub is a secure global Data Stream Network (DSN) and easy to use API that enables its customers to connect, scale, and manage real time applications and IoT devices. Raspberry Pi controls all the IOT devices and gets the input from the cameras and sensors and processes them for real time communication.

4. COMPONENTS USED

A. Raspberry PI 3
Raspberry Pi 3 is the third generation Raspberry Pi. It has a 1.2GHz 64-bit quad-core ARMv8 CPU. It uses Bluetooth 4.1 and Bluetooth Low Energy. Along with that, it has a 1GB built-in RAM, 4 USB ports, a HDMI port, an Ethernet port and a combined 3.5mm audio jack and composite video. It also has a direct Camera Interface and a Display interface. Along with this, it has a micro-SD card slot, and built-in 3D graphics card.

B. PIR Sensor
The PIR sensor is an electronic sensor that measures infrared (IR) light radiating from objects in its field of view. It can be interfaced directly with the Raspberry Pi 3 and can send the readings to it. The readings can then be read and necessary steps can be taken.

C. DHT11 temperature and humidity sensor
It is a basic, low-cost digital temperature and humidity sensor. It uses capacitive humidity sensor and a thermistor to measure the surrounding air, and gives a digital signal on the data pin.

D. PiCamera
The PiCamera is an 8 megapixel camera that can be interfaced directly with the Raspberry Pi.

E. Miscellaneous components
A Microphone and speaker system is also used to assist with the text-to-voice and voice-to-text conversion. 3.5inch LED Screen that can be interfaced with the Raspberry Pi is also used to help set up the device.

5. WORKING

A. The PIR sensor and PiCamera
Having a camera monitor the home 24x7 can be really expensive, considering the storage and power consumption. This can be overcome by using the PIR sensor as a trigger to start running the camera. When there is a visitor at the door, the PIR sensor detects the movement. If there is movement for a specific amount of time (say, 2-3 seconds), the PIR sensor triggers the PiCamera, which then takes a photo of the visitor and...
sends it to the owner of the home. This helps the owner monitor what is going on around his/her home without spending a fortune on the storage and power consumption.

B. The temperature and humidity sensor
When triggered, the temperature and humidity sensor record the temperature and humidity in their location for a specified number of times (say, 10 times), since the readings might not be accurate on the first try. The system is then programmed to take a mode of the readings, which is, isolate the reading occurring the highest number of times and sending it to the user.

C. Face recognition using machine learning
In our project, we'll be using Facial recognition that is linked with the Facebook account of the user, in order to provide access to people whom the user is acquainted with, and thereby eliminating the need for duplicate keys.

Our brain is hardwired to do all this subconsciously and instantly. But computers aren't able to do such computations. So each step has to be considered a problem, and then be solved. A pipeline is required to solve each of these steps, and to pass the result to the next step. Hence, the following steps are followed:

A. Finding all the faces: First, the image is made black and white, as color data is not needed to find faces. Next, every pixel is scrutinized by looking at the pixels surrounding it. This is done to figure out the comparative darkness of the pixel when compared with its surrounding pixels. An arrow is used to show the direction in which the image is getting darker. This process is repeated for every pixel in the image.

Figure-5. Block diagram of facial recognition.

Nowadays, we can see that Facebook automatically recognizes the faces of our friends whenever we post any photo. With almost 98% accuracy, it is probably as good as any human. Merely recognizing faces is easy in terms of today's technological prowess. But the challenge lies in distinguishing between similar looking people, like sibling or direct relatives.

But before tackling that, we need to look at how face recognition actually works:

- Firstly, finding all the faces in the picture.
- Secondly, making sure that the machine recognizes a face as that of the same person, even if it is turned in a weird direction, or is in bad lighting.
- Thirdly, picking out the unique features of the face, like size of eyes, shape of the face, etc., to tell the person apart from other people.
- Lastly, comparing the unique features of that face to all the people we already know to determine the person's name.

These arrows signify the gradients in an image, showing the flow from light to dark in the image. This is done so that difference in lighting of the image doesn't hinder the facial recognition. Thus, dark and light images will end up with the exact same representation.

Since this is way too much data to be stored, the image is divided into 16x16 square pixels. Each square is then replaced with an arrow pointing in the direction that has occurred the most in it. This leaves us with a very simple representation that captures the basic face structure. The idea is to reduce the entire data acquired through the scanning and reading of the face into data that the computer can easily analyze in a short period of time to reduce the computation delay.

This is a Histogram of oriented Gradients image, or HOG image. By generating many HOG images of the
same person, a HOG pattern can be derived, which can be used to correlate with the face that is to be detected and thereby recognizing it.

B. Faces turned in different directions: To overcome this, we need to represent the face in such a way that the eyes and lips are always in the same place in the image, thereby making comparing of faces easier. This is done by Face Landmark Estimation (invented by Vahid Kazemi and Josephine Sullivan in 2014). What this does is it comes up with 68 specific points (or landmarks) that occur on every face, like the edge of the lips, or the tip or the nose, etc. Then the machine is trained to find these points on the face of any person. This gives us the exact location of the eyes and mouth, enabling us to rotate, scale and shear the image so that these are as centered as possible.

![Figure-8. The HOG image received by analyzing multiple images of the same Person.](image)

What this does is it gives all the pictures of any given person a specific orientation. So, whatever the pose of the person is in that image, the face can still be easily recognized as the basic features will always be positioned in the same manner. This is a necessary step, as the computer cannot process faces like humans do. It needs data to be presented in a way that it understands and can analyze easily. Since a large delay in recognizing the face is counter-productive, it is mandatory that the image be presented in as simple a data as possible for the computer to easily process it in a minimal amount of time.

![Figure-9. The basic 68 Landmarks that can be found on any given face.](image)
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![Figure-10. (a) Face area detected in image. (b) Face landmarks detected. (c) Perfectly centered result that's wanted. (d) Face transformation to be as perfectly centered as possible.](image)

C. Distinguishing faces: Rather than always going through old images of the same person to compare with the given image to come up with a match, which is both time consuming and counter-productive, a method needs to be used to recognize faces in the blink of an eye. For this, some measurements of each face have to be extracted. Then, the unknown face can be measured in the same way, and the known face with the closest measurements can be found. The extractions of the measurements have to be done by the computer on its own. This is done using Deep Convolution Neural Network. This will be used to train the system to generate 128 measurements for each face. This works as follows:
a) Take the training image of known person.

b) Take another picture of same person.

c) Take the picture of different person.

Then, the algorithm tweaks the neural network to make sure that the measurements for #1 and #2 are closer and that of #2 and #3 are slightly different. This machine learning of the 128 measurements of each face is known as an Embedding. It helps break down complicated data like images into a series of computer generated numbers.

The next step is to train the neural network to output a face embedding. This is time consuming and requires a lot of computing power and data. But it can generate measurements of any face once it has been trained. This training is a one-time thing. Then we can run any face through the trained network and the 128 measurements are generated. We don't really know what measurements are being generated, but the fact that the neural network gives us nearly the same numbers for different images of the same person tells us that it is pretty accurate.

**D. Finding the name of the person from the Encoding:** For this, we need to run the measurements through the database of the people known to the user, and isolate the person with the closest measurements. This can be done by any machine learning classification algorithm. A classifier can get the measurements from any image and tell us who the closest match is.

**E. Controlling switches**

A home automation is not complete without the ability to turn switches on/off. This is done by using Relays. Relays are switches that can be triggered by passing a very low current through it, thereby controlling a much larger current through the smaller current. Hence, if we give the command to the microcontroller to turn the relay off, it can do it easily by sending a low current. Thus, appliances connected to the relay can be turned on/off.

**F. Mobile application**
The system also features a mobile application that acts as an interface between the user and the system. It provides all the necessary functions that are needed to control the different appliances in the home of the user.

6. RESULT

- **Temperature and humidity sensor:** The readings from the DHT11 sensor are recorded and sent to the server. They can either be viewed on the mobile application, or the bot can be asked to tell us the readings via speech.

- **PiCamera and PIR sensor:** The PIR sensor, when triggered, activates the PiCamera and the camera then takes the picture of the intruder. This image can be viewed.

- **Facial recognition:** The image captured by the PiCamera runs through the facial recognition process. The result of the same is then displayed, or given as speech by the bot.

- **TalkBack feature:** The talkback feature is done for any result the system obtains. Also, any command given by the user in speech format is converted to text, comprehended by the AI, and the desired function is performed. Then the result is spoken back through the speakers.

- **Mobile application:** The different lights in different rooms can be triggered using the Mobile application. Also, the readings from the DHT11 sensor can be viewed here.
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